
XWiki SAS launches XWiki Cloud, a collaborative 
platform in the cloud and 100% Open

XWiki SAS, a leading provider of collaboration solutions, launches today its newest offer: the XWiki Cloud. This  
offer is for anyone who wishes to quickly and simply deploy a wiki  that responds to business needs, while  
enjoying total freedom (Open Cloud).

Paris (France), January 24th, 2011

The XWiki  SAS enterprise wiki  solution meets the needs of professionals in terms of collaboration, content 
management and flexibility.  In order to answer the growing needs of companies and policymakers in Cloud 
Computing (particularly in terms of security, integration and responsiveness), XWiki SAS is making the solution  
available in SaaS mode.

XWiki Cloud is an "all-in-one" offer, easy to take over: no need to acquire, install or manage IT infrastructure that  
affects the implementation time. Hosting, support and updates are included at no extra cost.

XWiki Cloud offers all the advantages of Cloud Computing (cost, reliability, simplified administration, availability 
24/24 and 7/7 ...)  and also provides the freedom organizations are looking for.  This means companies will  
benefit both in terms of changes in their workspaces (the XWiki Cloud platform allows custom developments,  
like applications) and from the level of ownership of data and information (each company is free to export their  
data).

But the main advantage of XWiki Cloud is the fact that it enables organizations to start "small" and then grow 
their projects for a service or even the entire enterprise, with no difficulty or delay in deployment.

Pricing and availability

• Sign in and test XWiki Cloud (in beta version and in English only, for the moment) for free (up to 10 

users, for the first 6 months)

• Then, for only 5€ per user per month you will continue benefiting from the best of content collaboration  

and related services on-demand.

For more information and to sign in: http://www.xwiki.com/xwiki/bin/view/Offer/Cloud 

About XWiki

XWiki SAS is a company created in 2004 whose founding members initiated the XWiki Open  
Source community. It aims to provide a range of professional services for the XWiki software,  
which is under the LGPL licence. These services are targeted primarily  to organizations and  
communities seeking to allow their users to work better together, and drive their wiki at a higher  
level of performance. Recently, XWiki was a candidate in the French call for projects "Innovating  
Web" with the project Wiki 3.0 and received an award at the Demo Cup. It is also one of the 10  
successful French enterprises in open source (L'Informaticien, n° 68). XWiki has today over 100  
customer  references  and  thousands  of  business  users  in  France  and  worldwide.  For  more  
information, please contact Emilie Ogez by mail at Emilie.Ogez@xwiki.com or visit   our website  
http://www.xwiki.com 
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